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"Momma on a Mission will always be at the root of my identity as a mom. Whether it's 
�nding a way to get to the grocery store with two sick kids or competing at a national 
swim meet, I feel like I'm always on a mission. But I'm not alone in that. Moms everywhere 
are faced with challenges that can feel unmanageable, and more often than not, lonely.  I 
want all moms to feel supported in whatever goals they think about pursuing. I want all 
moms to know that being a mom isn't a limitation, it's a power, and the power multiplies 
in�nitely when we join together." -Vollmer

#MOMMAONAMISSION GOES #TOTHEPOWEROFMOM

59% are from the US

27% aged 18-24

50% aged 24-44

63%  Women

DEMOGRAPHICSSOCIAL INFLUENCE

@danavollmer
78.2K Followers

Dana is one of the most gold-medaled female USA Olympians of all-time, currently 
ranked fourth. Throughout her incredible accomplishments she has endured challenges 
from injuries to big life changes like becoming a mom. Dana is passionate about 
connecting with and empowering other women. She is highly active, traveling around 
the world to train, teach, and speak. She engages with her following through social 
media and loves every face-to-face opportunity she can get to connect with a fan. You 
can �nd her in the pool training for Tokyo 2020, at home chasing her 2 boys and English 
bulldog around, or on a stage speaking to women about how being a mom isn't a 
limitation, it's a power, and the power multiplies in�nitely when moms join together.

ABOUT DANA

CAREER PARTNERS

TO THE POWER OF MOM
DANA VOLLMER



Contact agent, Christine Reppa, for all speaking inquiries and partnership opportunities. We work with each partner to 
create the most effective collaborations. We want to know your goals not only for this collaboration, but longterm, so that 

we can creatively formulate and execute a campaign of event that adds value now and for years to come.

Contact: christine@reppaathletemgmt.com | 512.750.4440

Ready To Work Together?

SPEAKING PARTNERS

Overall Career Record
7 Olympic Medals: 5 Gold, 1 Silver, 1 Bronze
33 International Medals: 19 Gold, 8 Silver, 6 Bronze

2000 Youngest-Ever Swimmer to Compete at the 
Olympic Trials (12 years old)

2004 Olympic Games, Athens
Gold Medal and World Record

2008 Olympic Trials
Missed qualifying for the Olympic team by .03 
seconds - an event that ultimately changed Dana’s 
life.

2012 Olympic Games, London
Gold Medal and World Record
Gold Medal and World Record
Gold Medal

2016 Olympic Games, Rio de Janeiro
Gold Medal
Silver Medal and American Record
Bronze Medal
First-Ever Swimmer to Win Olympic Gold as a 
Mother

CAREER MILESTONES

“Dana was fantastic. 

Her message of overcoming her 
fears and using what many view 

as a weakness as her guiding 
strength for her own success not 
only resonated with the adults in 

the room, but also the girls.”  

-Katherine Curtis, CFRE, Girl 

Scouts

RED CARPET RED DRESS COLLECTION PARTNERSHIP APPEARANCESGLAMOUR WOMEN OF THE YEAR


